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We’ve reviewing tons of highly successful crowdfunding pitch videos on Indiegogo and
Kickstarter, and have compiled the Ultimate 20 Step Video Formula steps for your
campaign pitch video. This structure works best if implemented with a pro videographer,
who has done a funding campaign before. Please contact us for questions or comments.

TIME AUDIO/MUSIC

SHOT DESCRIPTION

TONE

LOCATION TYPE

0- 10
sec.

1-3 founders only

1. Introduction of all names /
titles, roles in company,
welcome, hello from us

Warm, fun,
inviting,
easy, friendly

At primary office
space, home,
factory, production
area, corp. HQ, etc.

10-15
sec

1 of founders, single
shot

2. History of the company /
venture, product line,
mission, “world’s first”, etc.

Powerful,
leadership
proud

Close-up portrait,
straight on camera,
same as 1

15-20
sec.

1 of founders

3. How we have improved
the product for this new
release online

trust, honest,
dependable,
sincere

same as 2

20-25
sec.

1 founder / VO,
music rising
VO=VoiceOver

4. Introduce the newest
product, best ever, world’s
first, showcase shot of it

proud, yeah,
happy,
yahoo,
excited, fun

Demo table, no
motion, overall
image of product,
easy to see it all

25-30
sec.

VO or just rising
music only

5. Showcase, beauty shots, in
usage at prime great
locations close-ups, demos
by users

lively, fun,
moving
action shots

Optimal location for
product usage,
indoors or outdoors,
beautiful ideally

30-40
sec.

VO lower music
down

6. Feature list top 1-3 of
product worth mentioning
now

tech, sharp,
accurate,
expertise

Close-up of product
per feature set area

40-50
sec.

VO from founders

7. How it works, demo it, use
cases, variety, best examples,
why we all need it?

act serious,
quality,
honest,
salesy, pro

Variety of users with
product, show,
emotional users,
ease of use display

50-60
sec.

1-3 same founders
together in one shot

8. Why this product is the
perfect solution to ____
problem/s. Show problem
shot also.

serious,
integrity,
salesy,
straight fwd.

Show users with
problem products,
or with solution
product ease/fix
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TIME

AUDIO/MUSIC

SHOT DESCRIPTION

TONE

LOCATION TYPE

1:10
min

VO or music only

9. Showcase, beauty shot in
use solving the problem

ease, simple,
convenient,
helpful

on-location in use by
a 1 or variety of
users in daily life

1:20
min.

1 - 3 founders

10. Delivering the product to
market and you, dependable,
show how we can do it

honest,
integrity,
trust, helpful

same as 1 or 2
location

1.30
min.

VO or/ with music
only

11. Show how it is delivered,
created, shipping, made
manufactured, produced,
receiving product,
experience

process,
technical,
efficient,
accurate

Production space,
warehouse, office,
USPS, UPS, shipping,
moving boxes

1.40
min.

1 of 3 founders

12. We have tested it, got
feedback, improved it,
better, faster, easier, cheaper

trust,
capable,
success,

same as 1st location

1.50
min.

VO with low music

13. Technical, computer
designs, specs, drawings,
development process, details

authority,
inventive,
new, smart,

In development or
prod. space, where it
is made, US abroad?

2:00
min.

VO with rising music

14. Details, technology,
innovations,, computer
designs, test prototypes

same as 13

physical prototypes
in users hands, on
computers, images

2:10
min.

1- 3 founders rising
music

15. Show momentum,
almost ready/there, progress
to date, showcase process,
ready for real launch/release

excited, fun,
hype, proud,
inventive,
movement

same as 1 or in the
production space
with products

2.20
min.

1 -3 founders lower
music down

16. How “Your funds” will
help us, “The ASK”, beauty
shots of product, funds going

serious,
in-need,
help, sincere,

close-up of product,
or show where the
funds are needed

2:30
min.

1-3 founder low
music

17. Top 3-5 needs for the
funds, details why needed,
where it will be spent

direct appeal
sincere,
please help

same as 1, straight
on camera, see the
eyes, close-up

2:40
min

VO with rising music

18. Check out our campaign
page, show the donor perks,
why worth giving to us?

upbeat, fun,
happy, yeah,
successful

images of the perks,
overview of
campaign, + details

2:50
min

1 -3 founders

19. THANK YOU for watching,
for your time, can’t do it
without you, please help out

gratitude,
helpful,
sincere,

new ideal location or
same as 1, if funded
where will we be?

3
min.

VO or peak music

20. Beauty shots of product,
happy users, great locations,
overview of product, still
shot with logo/name/ image

upbeat,
happy,
success, goal
is reached

great location, other
locations users,
overview of places
shot - still life
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